Obama, Time of Difficulty: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
Many Dreams
On the night of the 23rd of February, 2008, I had a series of dreams that showed great
distress among the people of the United States and possibly elsewhere. Confusion, turmoil,
sickness, starvation, wounds and even death were a common theme in these vignette
dreams. The children were especially vulnerable to this difficulty. Death was everywhere in
this dream of sometime in the future.
I then saw a date and heard it is stated as the 8 th of November 2008. This date
seemed to be given as the beginning of this time of difficulty.
`The US presidential election was November 4th, 2008 some 9 months later from the
time the dream was given. . This date is only 4 days with a new president (Obama) before the
date of the 8th of November. The newly elected President Obama will still be finding his way
within the maze of political alliances as the 8th comes - unless such an incident was
preplanned and already known to the next President.
It now appears it was an event that was kept secret and will never be made known to
the general public. I am not sure but there seems to be a series of events enacted by Obama
on the 8th of November 2008 that will move the US into a state of economic disaster and
martial law. This could mean President Obama will seek to preside as a dictator some time
during his term of office (second term?) and the US Constitution will be effectively made null
and void at this time.
Since 2008 has come and gone, none of what I suggested above has been revealed
by the press. What we do see is the Incentive Bill and the Health Care Bill have provisions in
them to let the US Government have full access to all of your financial accounts with the right
to take your assets if they feel you are in noncompliance.
The stage has been set for martial law and the removal of all rights from all Americans.
When gun control with gun confiscation is finally forced upon the American people, the last
resistance will be removed for all seen here to occur.
Update:
Vision of November 8th
A few years back in 2008 I had a vision where “November 8th” crossed my visual mind
like a large bill
board sign with the alarming sense this was the time for the overt takeover of the world's
economic and political systems by the NWO.
I then watched as November 8th, 2008 came and went with no evident change in the
worlds governments or economic systems. The years 2009, 2010, 2011 and most recently
2012 also passed with only a decline in economic stability in the US but nothing that would be
considered a takeover – unless you count Obama-care as a takeover. 2008 was the year
Obama was elected as president and now we are 5 years later with Obama now in his second
term.
Thought I Messed Up
I thought I had missed it. The fact is, I had the month and day and year yet I assumed it
was to be a well publicized event of 2008 on the 8 th of November. There are some very
interesting events related to the November 8 th date that indicates the philosophical bias of the

NWO and how they will structure their NWO global government. Consider the following facts:
Hitler Facts for this Date
On November 8th, 1939, just nine weeks after the outbreak of WW II, Adolf Hitler made
the most fateful decision of his history. He went to Bavaria to the Beer Hall Pursch to give a
speech as was his custom each year. However, he had to get back to Berlin and ended his
speech early and 13 minutes after he left, the Beer Hall exploded.
This event marked the beginning of his consolidation of power as bomber Georg Elser
was accused of being an agent of the British Government which rallied the German people
behind Hitler as Furor (dictator). Will we see a similar event happen in America sometime in
the second term of Obama?
The Russians were the first to enter the bunker where Hitler was said to be found
dead. They conducted a cursory autopsy of the body to determine identity and found the teeth
did not match the records of Adolf Hitler. They concluded it was not Hitler but a look-alike.
They presumed this body was there so the west would think Hitler was dead.
When the American forces came in, they needed an end to the war and decided it was
Hitler's body despite the forensic facts to the contrary. I have had personal correspondence
with the alleged granddaughter of Hitler who states he left Germany to Antarctica (also in
Argentina) with other high ranking Nazi officials and lived until about 1962. She was able to
provide to me pictures of him as an elderly man and shared much about the interconnection
between the British Royal family, the CIA of the American government and the Hitler family.
These pictures were received on a Navy Base computer and were taken by them.
Nazi's Never Lost WW2
It is true that Germany surrendered but the Nazi Government simply went into exile
and was never overcome. There is ample evidence of the Nazi war machine with 10's of
thousands of top Nazi officials and 120 U-boats disappearing at the close of the war.
Admiral Byrd was sent by the US Congress with an Armada of war ships to a known
Nazi base in Antarctica in pursuit of the escaping Nazi government. As Admiral Byrd reported
to the US Congress upon his return, his Armada was devastated within two weeks by Foo
fighters (flying saucers) that were used by the Nazis.
The Mitsubishi company of Japan reports in their documents of the period that they put
together one of these foo fighters for the Nazis at the close of the war. Nazi pictures of their
own 'flying saucers' were captured by invading NATO forces as evidence of such foo fighters
existing in Germany at the end of the war.
National Socialism which was the Nazi form of government is just the other side of the
coin of Communism. In both cases, it is a few elite deciding the distribution of resources and
measure of liberty for the many. Marginal liberty is only granted if the elite decide that your
efforts are to the benefit of the regime.
Obama Socialism
Obama-care and the many Federalist laws imposed upon the States and all Americans
outlawing the use of natural resources without their strict control (permission) is occurring as I
write. Sadly, we have already gone the way of Socialism in America. It is only a matter of time
before it raises its ugly head as a Nazi-like control of the minds of the people.
The conclusion may be that a form of National Socialism is planned for America
modeled after the
form used by Hitler in Germany. This nationalism like in Germany will arise out of a time of
great defeat and despair when Americans are looking for a strong identity and messiah who
will lead them out of severe economic depression.

We are currently in the final stages of an economic spiral down to a new Great
Depression say many respected economists. When this occurs, we will see the rise of a Nazi
styled national socialist regime in America run by the heirs of the former Nazi regime.
The Bush Legacy
As a postscript, did you know Prescott Bush, father to President George Bush and
grandfather to President George W. Bush was a Nazi sympathizer and was heavily invested
in Nazi Germany during the war? The US Congress had to 'arrest' him to force him to divest
from his investments (at least on paper) in Nazi Germany?
Did you know the Bush family were listed as Jews on their military records during the
Civil War in America? The Bush family are not biblical Jews of the promise but Khazar Jews
of the seed of Esau.
Did you know the assassination of John Kennedy occurred during the time George
Bush Sr was heading up the CIA? There is compelling evidence the CIA was involved in
President John F. Kennedy's assassination.
Did you know one of the reasons President John F. Kennedy was killed was because
he was going to dismantle the Federal Reserve Board, the CIA and thus remove the
international bankers from holding the American people to private debt loans that are now in
the trillions?
Did you know President George W. Bush was knighted by Queen Elizabeth after the 911 NWO False Flag attack in the Twin Towers to get the US into war in the Middle East to
secure control of the oil economy there?
Did you know knighthood has with it the vow of fealty to the Crown and royal person
that knighted you?
Keep an eye on the 8th of November. The importance of this date is not lost to history
but will be repeated time and time again as the NWO regimes rises to power over the world
governments and controls all of their natural resources.

